A leader in international freight forwarding, Dart Global Logistics (formerly Dart Express) delivers integrated solutions that turn logistics challenges into competitive advantages.

Our end-to-end supply chain management capabilities include airfreight, sea freight, rail, road and contract logistics. Our services include all aspects of logistics planning, control and execution, from point of origin to point of consumption.
Dart Global Logistics will:

1. Meet their global transportation needs, at value prices, using the most modern technology available.
2. Work force through regular training.
3. Commitments to our customers

**MISSION AND CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY**

Dart Global Logistics will:

- Offer practical logistics solutions to its customers to meet their global transportation needs, at value prices, using the most modern technology available.
- Constantly improve and upgrade the efficiency of our work force through regular training.
- Maintain high ethical standards and consistency in our commitments to our customers.
Dart Global Logistics (formerly Dart Express) commenced its operations in Sri Lanka in 1983 as a part of the Hong Kong based Dart Express Group, a pioneering freight services company based in Hong Kong.

With the success of its operations in Sri Lanka and recognizing the enormous potential in the region, the Dart Express Group mandated Dart Express Colombo and its Managing Director Mr. Charles Wijesundera to develop the Indian sub continent and the West Asia region. Thus, over the last 30 years the Group has successfully ventured into India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Dubai, Vietnam, China and with Colombo, Sri Lanka as the regional head quarters.

In the latter part of 2007, the Dart Express Far East Group decided to merge with a US Logistics and Customer Brokering company. At which point, the West Asia Regions opted to remain independent under the banner of Dart Global Logistics.
With 30 offices in 8 countries, Dart Global Logistics is a world-class provider of reliable, secure and efficient logistics services. What sets us apart is our approach to your logistics challenges. At Dart Global, we are focused on:

Becoming an extension of your business by knowing your industry, anticipating your requirements and acting with urgency

Driving operational excellence and consistency across global operations through standard operational culture, processes and metrics

Enabling an information-driven supply chain through knowledge management services

This allows us to construct optimal solutions customized to suit your cost and service requirements.

Dart Global Logistics has an impeccable reputation of being the leading logistics service provider in the region. We cater to the needs of exporters and importers who seek flexibility, efficiency, competitive pricing, on-time delivery, personalized and reliable service.
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Dart Global Logistics has an impeccable reputation of being the leading logistics service provider in the region. We cater to the needs of exporters and importers who seek flexibility, efficiency, competitive pricing, on-time delivery, personalized and reliable service.
Dart Global Logistics can meet your global transportation needs. We offer a varied range of services and supply chain solutions to meet your growing needs.

Our services include:

- Domestic/International transportation – Air, Sea, Land
- Multi Country Consolidation
- Multi Modal Transportation
- Contracted Capacity with competitive pricing
- Round-the-clock contact-ability
- Dedicated Customer Service Agents
- Order Monitoring
- Complete documentation – Pre & Post shipment
- Dangerous Goods Handling
- Heavy Equipment Handling
- Handling commodities as Cement, Rice & Fabric
- Tracking/Tracing/Delivery confirmation and customized status reports
- Warehouse Management/Stock Control
- Customs Brokerage
MANAGING TONNES OF TRUST

DART GLOBAL LOGISTICS OFFICES:

All our offices function as limited liability companies incorporated under the respective company laws of these countries. All offices possess modern facilities for Warehousing/Cargo handling to ensure a professional freight forwarding service is delivered to its clients.

HQ - Registered Office :
DGL Holdings Pte Limited
66 Loyang Way
Singapore 508756

HQ Management & Operations
DGL Holdings Pte Limited
Dart Freight Centre No. 260, Sri Ramanathan Mawatha,
Colombo 15, Sri Lanka.
Telephone: +94 11 4609600 Fax No.: +94 11 2448628
Email: info.cmb@dartglobal.com

SRI LANKA :
Dart Global Logistics (Pvt) Ltd,
Dart Freight Centre
No. 260, Sri Ramanathan Mw, Colombo 15, Sri Lanka.
Telephone: +94 11 4609600 Fax No.: +94 11 2448628
Email: info.cmb@dartglobal.com

INDIA :
Dart Global Logistics (Pvt) Ltd,
George Court, 4th Floor, No.C5/501,
5th Main HRBR, 2nd Block, Bangalore - 560 043
Telephone: +91 80 39800805 Fax No.: +91 80 39800801
Email: info.ind@dartglobal.com

Branch Offices :
Bangalore, New Delhi, Mumbai & Chennai, Ahmedabad,
Cochin, Coimbatore, Hyderabad, Kanpur, Karur, Kolkata,
Ludhiana, Pune, Tuticorin & Tirupur.

PAKISTAN :
Dart Global Logistics (Pvt) Ltd.
17-F, Block-06, P.E.C.H.S. Karachi Pakistan
Telephone: +92 21-34530985 Fax: +92 21-34530985
Email: info.pak@dartglobal.com
Branch Office : Lahore, Karachi, Faisalabad, Multan, Isalamabad, Sialkot

U.A.E (Dubai) :
Dart Global Logistics LLC.
P.O. Box : 43909, Hamsa Building Block A,
Office No 401, Za’abeel Road, Karama,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Telephone: +971 4 357 9499 Fax: +971 4 357 9477
Email: info.dxb@dartglobal.com
Branch Office : Abu Dhabi

BANGLADESH :
Dart Global Logistics (Pvt) Ltd,
Green Grandeur, 12th Floor, Plot No 58 E
Kemal Ataturk Avenue, Banani Commercial Areas
Dhaka - 1213, Bangladesh
Telephone: +880 2 882 1453 Fax: +880 2 888 3823
Email : info.bd@dartglobal.com
Branch Office : Chittagong

USA :
Dart Global Logistics (USA) Inc.
147-60, 2nd Floor, 175th Street, Jamaica, NY. 11434, U.S.A.
Telephone : +1 718 978 6444 Fax : +1 718 917 8623
Email: info.usa@dartglobal.com
Branch Office : Los Angeles

VIETNAM :
Dart Global Logistics
5th floor, 10 Phung Hung Building
No. 24 Tuong Son Street, Tan Binh District
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
Telephone: +84 8 62973842-3 Fax: +0084 8 62973844
Email: info.vn@dartglobal.com

INDONESIA :
Dart Global Logistics PT. Dart Air Expressindo
Jl. Penjernihan I No. 198 Jakarta 10210-Indonesia
Telephone: +62-5785-3553/3443 Fax: +62-5785-3773
Email: info.id@dartglobal.com

CHINA :
Dart Global Logistics (China) Co., Ltd.
6/F, Hong Land Commercial Building,
No.1359 Zhong Hua Road, Shanghai, China 200010
Telephone : +86-21-62677831 Fax : +86-21-53083750
Email: Info.cn@dartglobal.com
Branch Office : Tianjin, Qingdao, Ningbo.
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